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What got you interested in wireless?
Why so interested in wireless, I  summarized three" f", fun, future and freedom. 

When you initiate a wireless analysis, the thing looks invisible, but after understanding the wireless 
protocols and learning to use analysis tools , you can turn the intangible things into tangible, the 
process is a lot of fun.

When people can’t "live" without Wi-Fi in work and life,  you will feel that it ought to be a very 
promising and will have a better future.

When you want to feel free and not bound by life or something, you will find wireless can 
sometimes meet the characteristics, just very free.

How long have you been involved?

1st CWNE in China!

I spent 5 years from beginners to CWNE. 

What motivated you to become certified?
As I add certificates I can prove myself and should have a better career opportunities and business 
opportunities, of course I will be very proud of this.

What parts of becoming certified do you feel are most important?
I think security and design are more important for the market, but analysis is more fun.
What was the hardest part of this process and how did you overcome it?
CWNA is hardest for a beginner, I think. How to overcome? Just do more lab and think more. Once 
you’ve passed CWNA and grasped the right method, you will be faster to get other advanced 
certification. 
How has this journey impacted your life?
Of course, less time with the family, but they support me. I think the CWNE title can give me more 
career and business opportunities, and maybe later this will  prompt me to write a wireless technical 
book. Everybody loves a job which can make you happy and make money .

Who would you suggest this to?
I would suggest this to the people who feel wireless has a fun and promising future, can make them 
feel free, and would like to be wireless professional personnel.



Zhu Zhili (Kevin Zhu), has more than 10 years of training and consultant 
experience with CWNP, CIW, Aruba, Cisco Instrutor quali�cations. 

Kevin is CWNE#134, ACDX#246, ACMX#225 and  CEO of Cntimes 
Technology company and can be reached via kevinzhu@cntimes.biz.
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